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Abstract
With the advances of deep learning techniques, various architectures for molecular generation have been
proposed for de novo drug design. Successful cases from academia and industrial demonstrated that the
deep learning based de novo molecular design could e�ciently accelerate the drug discovery process.
The �ourish of the de novo molecular generation methods and applications created great demand for the
visualization and functional pro�ling for the de novo generated molecules. The rising of publicly
available chemogenomic databases lays good foundations and create good opportunities for
comprehensive pro�ling of the de novo library. In this paper, we present DenovoPro�ling, a web server
dedicated for de novo library visualization and functional pro�ling. Currently, DenovoPro�ling contains
six modules: (1) identi�cation & visualization, (2) chemical space, (3) scaffold analysis, (4) molecular
alignment, (5) target & pathways, and (6) drugs mapping. DenovoPro�ling could provide structural
identi�cation, chemical space exploration, drugs mapping, and targets & pathways. The comprehensive
annotated information could give user a clear picture of their de novo library and could provide guidance
in the further selection of candidates for synthesis and biological con�rmation. DenovoPro�ling is freely
available at http://denovopro�ling.xielab.net.

Introduction
The main objective of drug discovery is to identify a molecule with desired biological properties[1].
Primarily, high throughput screening (HTS) techniques which allow large size of chemical library
testing[2,3]. However, HTS is expensive and with low hit rates, only limited to large pharmaceutical
companies. Computational based virtual screening methods are used to reduce the size of testing
molecules. Various ligand-based[4,5] and structure-based[6] virtual screening methods have been
proposed. However, the cost and time consuming for developing a new drug are still increasing[7].

De novo drug design is one of the most promising and scalable approach to address this issue, and in
particular, with the advances of deep learning techniques[8–10]. In the early stage, evolutionary
algorithms were used for de novo molecular generation[11], which commonly based on the combinations
of molecular fragments derived from drug-like library. Over the past years, arti�cial intelligence
algorithms, like deep learning, reinforcement learning, and transfer learning are proposed in the molecule
generation �eld, inspired by the wide applications of those methods to generate text, images, video, and
music[12,13].

Recently, a number of architectures for molecular generation, such as recurrent neural networks (RNN)
[1,14,15], variational autoencoders (VAE)[16], and generative adversarial networks (GANs)[17] have been
developed and proven successful in generating target-focus molecule library. Furthermore, scaffold-
constrained molecular generation methods[18,19] were developed for lead optimization. Yang et al. also
developed linker constraints molecular generation methods using deep conditional transformer neural
networks for fragment-based drug design (FBDD)[20]. Zhavoronkov et al. developed a deep generative
model with reinforcement learning and discovered potent discoidin domain receptor 1 inhibitors in 21
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days, and further animal experimental results in one lead candidate demonstrated favorable
pharmacokinetics[21]. This important case illustrated the utility of deep generative model for the rapid
design of compounds with synthetically feasibility, and bioactivity for target of interest. Yang et al.
developed a generative model using long short-term memory (LSTM) neural network and generated a
focused library containing 672 valid molecules[22]. After �ltering with various criteria, synthesis and
bioactivity testing, they identi�ed a highly potent inhibitor against p300 with IC50 of 10 nM. These
successful cases demonstrate that the deep learning based de novo molecular design could accelerate
the drug discovery process.

The �ourish of the de novo molecular generation methods and applications created great demand for the
visualization and functional pro�ling for the generated molecules. Generally, the generative models could
generate a large chemical library based on sampling criteria and could output with various formats. The
following issues, particular for medicinal chemist, are to visualize, analyze, and select the candidates
among the generated molecules. Owing to the development of combinatorial chemistry and high-
throughput screening technologies, chemical structures and bioactivity data have rapidly accumulated in
the past years and are becoming available in public repositories[23,24]. There are various well-established
cheminformatics and bioinformatics databases available for drug discovery, which provide
comprehensive information for bioactive compounds, drugs, targets, pathways, and disease, like and PDB
database[25], PubChem[26], DrugBank[27], ChEMBL[28], and BindingDB[29]. The rising of publicly
available databases creates good opportunities for comprehensive pro�ling of the de novo library.

Dealing with chemical libraries is a common practice in drug discovery. Thus, various cheminformatics
tools have been developed for chemical library

processing and data analysis. Well-known tools for dealing with chemical library are
ChemicalToolbox[30], DataWarrior[31], WebMolCS[32], ChemMine[33], CART[34], MONA[35], and
CSgator[36]. Those tools mainly focused on speci�c functionality, such as large library visualization,
structure search or clustering analysis. Even more, some tools are desktop applications, which limited the
application. Web based tools dedicated for de novo generated molecule pro�ling are rare. 

In this work, we present the DenovoPro�ling, a webserver for de novo generated molecule library pro�ling.
We aim to provide a user-friendly public webserver to support the structure and chemical space
visualization, scaffold analysis, molecular alignment, drugs pro�ling, targets and pathway pro�ling. We
integrated cheminformatics tools and databases to provide comprehensive annotations for the de novo
generated molecules. We believe that DenovoPro�ling could be an e�cient tool for user to capture the
knowledge of de novo generated molecules quickly. DenovoPro�ling is freely available at
http://denovopro�ling.xielab.net.

Methods
Framework
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The framework of DenovoPro�ling was outlined in Fig. 1. We integrated the well-known public database
PubChem, ChEMBL, DrugBank, and employed open-source cheminformatics toolkit RDKit, and other tools
to provide comprehensive information for user submitted de novo chemical library. The pro�ling process
is fully automatically, which user only submit its de novo library �les with multiple formats are supported.
DenovoPro�ling contains 6 modules: identi�cation & visualization, chemical space, scaffold analysis,
molecular alignment, target & pathways, and drugs mapping.

Supported formats

Four widely used chemical formats are supported in DenovoPro�ling: SDF, SMILES, InChI, and CDX. All
those formats �les can be uploaded or the �le contents can be pasted and submitted to the web server,
except for the binary CDX format, which cannot be pasted. The Open Babel (www.openbabel.org)
program was used for chemical �le format conversion.

Modules

Currently, DenovoPro�ling provides 6 pro�ling modules. Each module is functional individually and user
could select the module of interest. The implementations for each module are described as follow.

Identi�cation & Visualization

Identi�cation & Visualization module aims to check whether the de novo structures are already existing
and visualize the de novo chemical structures. The submitted de novo molecules were converted into
InChIKeys using Open Babel[37]. Subsequently, the InChIKeys were submitted to the PubChem using
PubChemPy (https://pubchempy.readthedocs.io), a python package for interacting with PubChem.
PubChem is the world's largest collection of freely accessible chemical information with over 109 million
compounds[26]. The PubChem compound ID (cid) were retrieved when de novo molecules were matched.
ChemDoodle Web component, a light-weight JavaScript/HTML5 toolkit for chemical graphics, developed
by iChemLabs was used for structure visualization[38].

Chemical Space

Chemical space exploration is an e�cient way for de novo library visualization. In this module, the drug-
like descriptors were calculated using PaDEL and the distribution were plotted. The chemical similarity
heatmap was also generated and was interactive, which user could move or click the cells of the
similarity matrix, and the corresponding structures are visualized beside. The principal component
analysis was used to visualize the chemical space using PubChem �ngerprints.

Scaffold Analysis

Bemis-Murcko (BM) scaffold[39] was used for scaffold analysis, and implemented by our in-house
program[40]. The BM scaffold were generated for each de novo molecule and the number of molecules
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for each scaffold were calculated and plotted. User could identify the high frequency scaffold
conveniently.

Molecular Alignment

When a de novo molecular library was generated, a straightforward point is to align the focused library to
compare the structures of molecules. Molecular alignment module is designed to satisfy this demand.
Weighted Gaussian Algorithm (WEGA)[41] was used here for shape alignment. The �rst molecule was
used as the template for alignment. After alignment, user could select the molecules of interest to see or
download the alignment results. The three-dimensional conformation alignment was rendered using
3Dmol.js[42].

Drugs Mapping

Drugs Mapping module was designed to fast retrieve the drugs which are chemical similar to the de novo
molecules. The structures of drugs were derived from DrugBank[27]. Inorganic molecules, salts, and
duplicates were removed. Similarity between de novo molecule against the drugs were calculated. ECFP
�ngerprints based Tanimoto similarity coe�cient was used. 

Target & Pathway

The bioactivities of the de novo generated molecules were retrieve from ChEMBL database. The target
proteins and their bioactivity data were extracted using the generated InChIKeys as query. The retrieved
results were summarized in an interactive table and a compound target network. The targeted proteins
were further functional enriched using python client of bioinformatics web service DAVID[43]. The
enriched KEGG pathways were provided and could be downloaded through an interactive table.

Web Server Implementation

DenovoPro�ling is a publicly accessible platform, which can be accessed through a web browser using
the browser server framework. The D3 library of JavaScript (d3js.org/) is used to illustrate the
scatterplots, radical plot, and heatmaps. Storage and management of the submitted job data are
implemented by MySQL. The back-end server was developed by Golang language. The tools used for
constructing the DenovoPro�ling are summarized in Supplementary Table S1.

Results And Discussion
To test the functionality of DenovoPro�ling, we randomly generated a de novo library contains 500
molecules using our previous developed de novo module in DeepScreening[44]. The de novo molecule
generation was based on REINVENT[14], an RNN architecture pretrained on more than one million
bioactive structures from ChEMBL.

Structure identi�cation and visualization of de novo library
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For a de novo generated library, the �rst real request is to visualize the chemical structures and know the
structure novelty. The Identi�cation & Visualization module was designed to satisfy this demand. The
snapshot of this module was shown in Fig. 2. User could browse the structures with mapped PubChem
Compound ID (CID). The properties including molecular weight, LogP, HBA, HBD, number of rotatable
bonds, TPSA are given by clicking upright plus button. The CID is provided at bottom right and linked the
PubChem which provides more detailed compound information.

Chemical space exploration of de novo library

Chemical structures data are sophisticated, in particular for the de novo generated molecular library, and
expert knowledge is highly required[45]. Chemical space visualization is an e�cient way to know the
structural similarity, or properties similarity of the corresponding molecules through the closeness of the
points in this chemical space. Each molecule was de�ned by a set of numerical descriptors or �ngerprints
and a set of all molecules was corresponded to the points in the same coordinate-based space. Two
important approaches similarity maps and principal components analysis (PCA) were used in
DenovoPro�ling. The generated similarity heatmap and PCA plots are interactive, which user could move
mouse to the target of point, and the corresponding structure is visualized. The snapshots of similarity
map and PCA results were shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. Meanwhile, the distribution of drug-like properties
was also plotted, as shown in Fig. 5.

Scaffold Analysis of de novo library

Scaffold is an important concept in drug discovery and medical chemistry. Medicinal chemists are
seeking chemical with novel scaffolds for a speci�c biological target[40]. Bemis and Murcko (BM)
scaffold [39] approach was used to generate the scaffold for de novo generated library. The complexity
and cyclicity of the scaffolds and statistics of each scaffold were interactive illustrated with scatter plot
and histogram plot (Fig. 6). As shown in Fig. 7, the structures of scaffolds and their number of molecules
were illustrated in grid table. The members of molecules for each scaffold could be browsed by clicking
the upright plus button.

Molecular alignment of the target-focused or scaffold-constrained library

Generally, medicinal chemist starts from drug target, and attempt to generate a target-focused library, or a
scaffold-constraint library for structural optimization. In this case, shape or pharmacophore features
based molecular alignment is a good way to compare the difference of the target-focused or scaffold-
constraint de novo library. Shape and pharmacophore combined approach in WEGA was used in
DenovoPro�ling for molecular alignment. User can upload a library of 3D structures, and DenovoPro�ling
would align all the structures to the �rst structure of the library. As shown in Fig. 8, user could browse the
alignment results, and select the molecules of interest to see the alignment result.

Drugs mapping of de novo library
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De novo generated library usually are randomly and covers a larger chemical space. Though,
Identi�cation & Visualization, as mentioned above, identify the structures which have been reported. The
structural similar drugs against de novo library are the interest of medicinal chemist. They could fast
capture the novelty and pharmacological activities of the de novo compounds when compared with
drugs. We prepared an drugs structures library from DrugBank database, and calculate the similarity
between the submitted de novo library and drug library. The grid view (Fig. 9) and the table view (Fig. 10)
are provided. For the randomly sampled 500 de novo compounds, as shown in Fig. 10, 3 compounds with
a maximal drug similarity over 0.9, and their DrugBank ID are also provided and linked to original
database. Details of these drugs information could be obtained directly.

Target and pathway pro�ling for de novo library.

The modules we described before are structural annotations for de novo library. Functional pro�ling is
another important part of user concern for de novo library proo�ng. The ligands and bioactivity data in
ChEMBL database were prepared and extracted. The Open Babel was used to generate the unique InChI
Key for each structure, then using the InChI Key as query parameter to search against ChEMBL database,
the bioactivity data such as Ki, Kd, IC50 and EC50, and corresponding references are extracted. All those
results can be analyzed via a user-friendly table view (Fig. 11). Those results are also can be downloaded
for local analysis. The compound target relations were further illustrated using compound target network
(Fig. 11). The targets are further enriched to pathways and the KEGG pathways are summarized in table
(Fig. 12).

Conclusion
De novo drug design is one of the most promising and scalable approach to accelerate the drug
discovery process. Deep learning based de novo molecular generation has shown powerful performance
in generating de novo target-focused or property-focused libraries. Fast pro�ling the de novo generated
molecules becomes a practical issue in the de novo drug design. To address this issue, we developed
DenovoPro�ling, a web-based pro�ling server for de novo generated molecules. DenovoPro�ling support
the structure identi�cation, structural visualization, chemical space exploration, scaffold analysis,
molecular alignment, drugs pro�ling, and targets & pathway pro�ling. These functional modules provide
structural and functional annotations for de novo molecules generated from various methods. We believe
this web-based tools could facilitate de novo drug design and accelerate the drug discovery.
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Figure 1

The framework of DenovoPro�ling web platform.
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Figure 2

Structure identi�cation and visualization of de novo library.
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Figure 3

Chemical space illustration using similarity heatmap.
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Figure 4

Chemical space illustration using principal component analysis (PCA).
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Figure 5

Distribution of drug-like properties.
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Figure 6

Distribution of drug-like properties.
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Figure 7

Grid view of the chemical scaffolds of de novo library.

Figure 8
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Molecular alignment of the chemical library.

Figure 9

Grid view of the structural similar drugs with de novo molecules.
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Figure 10

Table view of the structural similar drugs with de novo molecules.
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Figure 11

The identi�ed targets in ChEMBL of de novo molecules and the compound target network.
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Figure 12

The enriched KEGG pathways using the identi�ed targets in ChEMBL.


